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Call to Action
HDCCC and Harrogate Council are both committed to becoming Net Zero by 2038. Our vision is
that the Harrogate District as a whole has a net-zero carbon economy by 2038, and we invite you
to help us by committing to making your business Net Zero by then.
The top 5 actions we recommend taking to reduce your business' energy carbon footprint:
Switch to a green electricity tariff - saving carbon at potentially no extra cost
(businesses who regularly switch energy suppliers usually save money on their bills)
Consider arranging an energy efficiency audit - to quickly identify opportunities to
save energy, money and carbon
Replace your light bulbs with LEDs - saving carbon and up to 80% of your electricity
bill
Review heating, cooling and air conditioning approaches - new practices or
technologies could save your business money and carbon
Opt for greener transport - e.g. replace end-of-life business vehicles with low carbon
options and ask suppliers for low carbon delivery options

This guide provides details on these and other options to reduce your energy bill and energy
carbon footprint.
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Breakdown of UK carbon emissions by sector

Background
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Thanks to the Government, business, industry, and households, we have reduced our carbon
emissions by 44% relative to 1990 levels**.
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*Carbon is used as an abbreviation for all greenhouse gas emissions, the main one of which is carbon dioxide. Carbon units are expressed as tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (TCO2e for short)
** Source UK Government..Note that this figure relates to pre-covid carbon emission levels in 2019 and excludes carbon emissions from international transport and the manufacture of imported goods.
***This figure of 17% excludes emissions from the transport of goods and people in vehicles owned by others and emissions from electricity and goods bought from suppliers
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Businesses account for over 17% of UK
carbon emissions***
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We all need to do more to achieve Net Zero. Reducing the energy we use for heating, cooling,
lighting and for transport are top priorities.
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The UK is in a Climate Emergency and the UK Government’s target is to achieve Net Zero Carbon*
by 2050. Net Zero means achieving a balance between the carbon emitted into the atmosphere,
and the carbon removed from it. This balance will happen when the amount of carbon we add to
the atmosphere is no more than the amount removed.

Business benefits of committing to Net Zero
By committing to make your business Net Zero carbon, you will not only be doing your bit, but you are also likely to save money,
improve your competitiveness, generate new business and retain customers.

Save Money
Many carbon
reduction actions can
reduce your energy,
transport, and other
bills. Many UK
businesses can cut
their energy costs by
30%-50% by
implementing lowcost actions.
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Generate New
Business
By reducing your
costs and improving
your environmental
performance you can
become more
competitive, improve
your brand and bring
in new customers.

Keep
Customers
Customers are
increasingly
concerned about
climate change. More
customers are asking
their suppliers to
demonstrate how
they are reducing their
impact on climate
change.

Many businesses have already
committed to Net Zero, including 1 in 3
of the UK's largest businesses ...
... and 65% of Harrogate businesses
surveyed by HDCCC have already taken
some action to reduce their Carbon
Footprints

The view of Harrogate businesses
In 2021, HDCCC surveyed local businesses' views on climate change. Most businesses (75%)
believe that we need to take immediate action to tackle climate change. Most also view cutting
their carbon footprints as being important commercially. Key survey findings:

Most businesses (56%) said that if the Harrogate District positions itself as a leader
in environmental good practice, this would benefit their business.
The majority (65%) agreed that moving towards a greener and more sustainable
economy will create new opportunities and potential growth for their business.
Many believe that taking action to reduce their carbon footprints has business
benefits including: making them more appealing to customers (47%) and helping
them to cut costs (44%).
The majority are concerned about climate change. 75% believe that we need to
take immediate action. Many (60%) are also concerned about how climate change
effects (e.g. flooding and energy price increases) may impact their businesses.
Most businesses have taken some action to reduce their energy use including:
switching off lights (81%) and turning thermostats on radiators down (62%).
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How to reach Net Zero
There are a variety of ways to become Net Zero. A recommended approach is summarised
below:
Measure your business' GHG emissions to understand and quantify
your Carbon Footprint.
Identify and assess carbon saving opportunities focusing on the
most significant areas of your carbon footprint.

Net Zero will not be achieved overnight. We recommend that you set
carbon reduction targets for the short, medium, and longer-term.
Implement carbon saving actions overtime to meet your targets.
Consider using high quality offsets to neutralise parts of your footprint
that you cannot reduce.
Continue to monitor your emissions and review your progress towards
Net Zero annually (reporting if necessary).

The following pages provide more details, focusing on the first three of these steps.
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Measuring your carbon footprint
This is an important first step. It will help you to prioritise carbon-saving actions that are likely to save you money.
It will also help you to focus on actions that will have the most significant impact. The steps to measure your
carbon footprint are as follows:
Identify what to include in your footprint. We recommend that you include at least 'Scope 1' and 'Scope
2' emissions in your footprint: Scope 1 are direct emissions from the parts of your business which you own or
control; Scope 2 are indirect emissions from the generation of purchased energy (e.g. electricity ). Some larger
businesses also measure some of their 'Scope 3' emissions - these are all indirect emissions (not included in
Scope 2) that occur in the value chain.
Identify which activities are likely to give rise to carbon emissions. These may include: electricity and
gas use; waste disposal and recycling; business travel; fuel used in owned or controlled vehicles; and the fuel
used in employee business travel and staff commuting.
Collect data - you will need energy, fuel, and other resource use data. This can be found in your bills, travel
expense receipts, and obtained from your suppliers.
Convert data to carbon - you will need to multiply energy and resource use data by the relevant
greenhouse gas ('GHG') emission factor. See UK Government GHG emissions factors.
For more information, see the UK Government's simple guidelines for small and medium-sized businesses to
measure their GHG emissions. If you are a large business* you must use the Streamlined Energy and Carbon
Reporting (SECR) guidance. There are also online tools that you can use to generate your carbon footprint, for
example, The Carbon Trust's Carbon Footprint Calculator for SMEs.
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*Meeting at least 2 of the following criteria: 1) a turnover of £36 million or more, 2) a balance sheet of £18 million or more, 3) 250 or more employees)

Measuring your carbon footprint - case study
Beginning your footprinting journey as a Small or Medium-Sized Business - Techbuyer experience
Harrogate-based Techbuyer has been a member of HDCCC since the early days. Its core business is sustainable
enterprise IT solutions, combining new and refurbished servers, storage, networking equipment, and PCs and
laptops. The company is still too small to report its carbon footprint but wants to do what it can to push towards
net zero. It began the first steps toward carbon neutrality in 2021 by following the UK Government's SECR
guidance. This is what the team learned in the first year:
Ask existing contacts for help understanding the frameworks. Accountants are a great resource if they
have clients that are big enough to have to report SECR. Other resources could be the HDCCC, The Carbon
Trust, or even school and university students wanting carbon reporting projects!
Begin with the things that are within your direct control – electricity and company vehicles, for
example, and build from there.
You can start collecting data from other suppliers like couriers and airlines once you have built some
confidence.
Carbon is also an issue for suppliers, so information on the carbon cost per mile, or energy intensity of
your electricity provider, will be available on request. Once you have this information, keep it in a central log
that tracks carbon usage.
Share the workload with colleagues who are already collecting financial information and create a team.
Have regular catch-ups and set targets on what to report next.
Once you are ready, look at carbon offsetting options to get to net zero. Standards like PAS 2060 are a
good framework to do this.
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Carbon saving actions - low cost
Energy auditors can help you to quickly identify opportunities to save energy and reduce your carbon
footprint. Some local government funding may be available for audits. For guidance on funding for audits click
here. The list below includes a few common low or no cost actions that many businesses can take to reduce
their carbon footprints.
Switch to a green electricity tariff - you may be able to switch to a renewable electricity tariff at
no extra cost. Regularly shopping around for the best energy supply deals is also likely to save you
money. For guidance on switching to a renewable tariff click here.
Switch to LED Lighting - Upgrading from conventional lighting to LED bulbs could deliver electricity
cost savings of up to 80% for your business. Click here for more information.
Improve building insulation - Properly insulating your windows, walls, doors, roof, and pipes will
reduce your energy use. Building insulation can often pay for itself in 1-4 years. For more
information click here.
Change heating, air conditioning and cooling approaches - You could significantly lower your
energy consumption and emissions by adjusting your heating and cooling practices. For more
information click here.
Install a smart meter - Smart meters enable you to take control of your business's energy use and
costs. Speak to your energy supplier directly to find out about having a smart meter installed at no
cost. For information click here.
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For further information and wider business support get in touch with your local Business Growth Managers in
Harrogate District: business@harrogate.gov.uk.

Carbon saving actions - other
The actions described below can result in a large reduction in your carbon footprint and will usually reduce
your energy bills. They will, however, usually involve an upfront investment. Note that lease finance is often
available from suppliers to help you to spread the costs over time.

Produce your own low carbon energy - e.g. by installing heat pumps or solar panels. In some
cases, you can earn income e.g. by selling surplus electricity to the grid. Many of these
technologies have high upfront costs. Most can, however, be leased and are likely to save you
money in the medium to longer term. For more information click here.
Use energy-efficient office and production equipment - There is a range of energy-efficient office
and production equipment that you can consider to help reduce your business' carbon footprint and
energy bills. For further information click here.
Low carbon transport - Low carbon vehicles (e.g. electric, or hybrid electric vehicles) can save you
money as well as reducing your environmental impact. To understand whether these are practical
for your business see Go Ultra Low. With transport accounting for most carbon emissions in the
UK, we also recommend that you ask your suppliers to provide you with low-carbon supply and
delivery options if possible.
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Assessing actions - expected carbon savings
Calculating expected carbon savings
The expected carbon savings from a reduction action will be the expected change in energy use
multiplied by the relevant carbon factor. For example:

Case Study - for illustration only
This case study* involves installing occupancy sensors to control lights in a 400m2 warehouse. The sensors
would turn lights on and off as staff move through the warehouse, saving electricity, carbon, and costs.
Current electricity used (from energy bills) = 11.9 MWh p.a.
Expected electricity saving (from sensor supplier) = 70% of current electricity use = 8.3 MWh p.a.
Expected carbon saving from installing sensors = 8.3 MWh x carbon factor for electricity
= 8.3 x 0.21233
= 1.8 TCO2e p.a.
The carbon factor for electricity (TCO2e/ MWh of electricity used) is for the UK as a whole in 2021 and has been
obtained from the UK Government.

*Please obtain up-to-date assumptions for carbon savings for your business from equipment suppliers or energy auditors –
the assumptions above are purely illustrative.
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Assessing actions - the business case
Determining the business case
There may be a business case if a carbon-saving action will save or make money for your business. There
may also be a business case if an action has other benefits for your business, e.g. it might help attract and
keep employees or improve your brand.

There are many ways to assess a financial business case. These include calculating the return on
investment (ROI), internal rate of return (IRR), net present value (NPV), or payback period. A simple
example, using the payback period method, is provided below.
Case Study - for illustration only
This case study considers the same potential investment in occupancy sensors shown on page 12. The
investment has the following features*:
Upfront investment cost (from sensor supplier) = £1000
Ongoing maintenance costs (from sensor supplier) = £0
Annual expected electricity cost savings (from sensor supplier) = £930
The payback period for this investment, the time it takes for the financial benefits to pay for the upfront cost, is:
Upfront costs / net annual financial benefit
= £1000/ £930 = c.1.1 years
*Please obtain up to date assumptions for carbon-saving actions for your business from suppliers or energy auditors – the
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assumptions above are purely illustrative)

Assessing actions - prioritising
Cost-effectiveness
To prioritise action, it can be helpful to understand how cost-effective each
specific action is when compared to others. One way is to assess and rank
the cost per tonne of different actions. In simple terms, The cost per tonne
of a specific action = The costs of the action over its lifetime / the carbon
emissions saved over its lifetime.

Illustrative ranking of potential carbon saving actions

Note that as many carbon-saving actions will save your business money, the
‘cost’ will often be ‘negative’ (i.e. a net cost-saving).
Ranking and prioritisation
Ranking the cost-effectiveness of a range of actions can help you to
understand your viable scope for reducing carbon.

The diagram opposite shows an illustrative ranking of carbon-saving actions
for a business. In this example, the height of each bar shows the cost per
tonne of each carbon-saving option. The width of each bar shows the carbon
saving (as a percentage of the business's carbon footprint). In this example,
the business can reduce 50% of its carbon footprint by implementing a set of
actions that will also save it money (i.e. those with a negative cost per tonne).
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Source: Guidehouse

Setting reduction targets
HDCCC and Harrogate Council are both committed to becoming Net Zero by 2038. Our vision is that the
Harrogate District as a whole has a net-zero carbon economy by 2038, and we invite you to help us by
committing to making your business Net Zero by then.
Most businesses that have Net Zero targets in place, put in place shorter-term targets to help them achieve
their final Net Zero goal. There is no one set way to do this, but an illustrated route map is provided below:
By the end of year 1 - Quantify your carbon footprint and begin to act. Quantify your businesses'
scope 1 and 2 carbon footprint; switch to a green electricity tariff; start to ask your suppliers to
provide you with information so that you can begin to quantify your scope 3 carbon footprint.
By 2025 - Aim to achieve a 50% reduction in your carbon footprint by identifying and
implementing cost-effective actions to reduce your emissions. Start to implement actions that are
likely to reduce your scope 3 emissions. E.g. buy from local suppliers or buy from suppliers that
are Net Zero; try to minimise packaging and waste, and recycle as much as you can.
By 2030 - Aim to achieve an 80% reduction in at least your scope 1 and 2 emissions: Continue
to revisit and evaluate new opportunities to reduce emissions at least once a year (many
previously discounted options and new options will become viable over time). Implement new
carbon-saving actions that are viable.
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By 2038 - Aim to achieve Net Zero through direct action where viable and carbon offsetting the
parts of your carbon footprint that you cannot reduce. See page 14 for more information on
carbon offsetting.

Carbon offsetting
To achieve Net Zero many companies use Carbon Offsets to neutralise parts of their carbon footprint that
they cannot reduce. Offsetting involves purchasing ‘offsets’, each equal to one tonne of a verified carbon
reduction that has been created by a project or activity. Offsetting can be controversial. If you would like to
use offsets, we recommend that you consider the following guidance, gathered from several organisations,
on best practice*:
Take action to measure and understand your carbon footprint
Set carbon reduction targets and implement actions to reduce your footprint where possible
Use 'high quality' offsets (see below) to neutralise parts of your footprint that you cannot reduce
Periodically review reduction options, as the cost of carbon reduction actions are falling rapidly, which
should improve your ability to reduce rather than offset carbon over time.
When buying offsets, ask your supplier to demonstrate that they are of ‘high quality’. This means that they
need to be from projects that:
Are independently validated as creating a real, permanent reduction in carbon emissions
Have carbon reductions monitored and independently verified on an ongoing basis
Have offsets accounted for and tracked within a registry
Examples of high-quality offsets that meet the above criteria include those verified against the Verified
Carbon Standard and The Gold Standard
*UK Green Building Council, the International Carbon Reduction and Offset Alliance Group, the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International
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Aviation and PAS 2060

Further guidance
Carbon Footprinting Resources:
Simple carbon footprinting guidelines for small businesses
Streamlined energy and carbon reporting guidance for larger businesses (SECR)
UK Government carbon factors
The Carbon Trust’s Carbon Footprint Calculator for Small & Medium-Sized Businesses
Energy focused carbon reduction opportunities:
Guidance on local funding for energy audits
Guidance on switching to a green electricity tariff
Guidance on LED lighting
Guidance on improving building insulation
Guidance on heating, air conditioning and cooling
Information on Smart Meters for Small Businesses
Guidance on producing renewable energy
UK Government Guidance on energy efficiency for UK SMEs
Guidance on low carbon vehicles for business
Carbon Trust various carbon saving guidelines for UK SMEs
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Assessing and financing energy saving actions:
SME Climate Hub (a range of information and tools)
Carbon Trust Advice for building the business case and financing energy-saving actions
Tax incentives for green investments
Carbon Offsetting:
PAS 2060
UK Green Building Council
The International Carbon Reduction and Offset Alliance Group
The Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation
Local Government Support:
Local Business Growth Managers in the Harrogate District
Local government funding for energy audits

